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Human motion prediction aims at predicting the future poses according to the motion dynamics given by the sequence of history
poses. We present a new hierarchical static-dynamic encoder-decoder structure to predict the humanmotion with residual CNNs.
Specifically, to better mine the law of the motion, a new residual CNN-based structure, v-CMU, is proposed to encode not only the
static information but also the dynamic information. Based on v-CMU, a hierarchical structure is proposed to model different
correlations between the different given poses and the predicted pose. Moreover, a new loss function combining the static and
dynamic information is introduced in the decoder to guide the prediction of the future poses. Our framework features two-folds:
(1) more effective dynamics mined due to the fusion of information of the poses and the dynamic information between poses and
the hierarchical structure; (2) better decoding or prediction performance, thanks to the mid-level supervision introduced by the
new loss function considering both the static and dynamic losses. Extensive experiments show that our algorithm can achieve
state-of-the-art performance on the challenging G3D and FNTU datasets. *e code is available at https://github.com/liujin0/
SDnet.

1. Introduction

3D human motion prediction can be regarded as a problem
to predict the future poses according to the spatial corre-
lation and the temporal dynamics mined from the observed
poses. *e traditional methods are based on the encoder-
decoder framework. *e encoder is used to mine the motion
dynamics, which is used by the decoder to generate the
future poses. Obviously, the motion dynamics modeling is
the key to predict poses.

To better mine the human dynamics, we first analyze the
characteristics of the human motion. *e motion often
includes the relatively static and moving dynamic parts, for
example, for the action sequence of “eating,” the hand joint
may have large movement and other joints may relatively be
steady. At the same time, as stated in [1], the human vision
separately models the relatively static and dynamic infor-
mation. However, most existing methods only use residual
connection to introduce the dynamic information, which is a
strongly coupled static and dynamic information modeling

method. *is motivates us to present a new scheme to
explicitly predict the static and dynamic poses in a relatively
weak coupled way.

For dynamics modeling, recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) are usually used [2, 3]. However, it is known that
RNN-based methods cannot well model the long-term
dynamics, which is important to predict the human motion.
Besides, as argued in [4], RNN structures have some other
problems, for example, error accumulation and disconti-
nuity results. Consequently, several works have proposed to
model human motion by CNNs [5]. In this paper, we also
model the static and dynamic information based on CNNs
and we present a new hierarchical CNN based encoder-
decoder structure, static-dynamic network (SDNet), to
predict the future poses, leading to augmented performance
than previous ones, as illustrated in Figure 1.

When encoding the observed motion dynamics, a new
structure, v-CMU (velocity-cascade multiplicative unit) is
presented, and not only the history poses but also the
movement information of poses from the consecutive
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frames are modeled. After encoding, a hierarchical asym-
metric network is employed to model the spatiotemporal
information and highlight the dynamics of the historical
human poses by using blocked v-CMUs. To keep the features
of the last pose, the hierarchical asymmetric structure
network models the different contributions of the previously
given frames by controlling the number of passing v-CMUs.
When decoding the encoded motion dynamics, we intro-
duce a mid-level supervised signal to guide the modeling of
the dynamic information. Using the mid-level supervision,
on one hand, we can decode the dynamic and static in-
formation of the motion in a relatively weak manner; on the
other hand, we can introduce different dynamic information
for different given poses.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

(1) We propose a new hierarchical asymmetric struc-
ture, SDNet, to predict the future poses. Different
from the existed models, SDNet features three
branches: SDNet can explicitly model the dynamic
motion information in the encoder; SDNet decodes
the learned dynamics into the future poses by
modeling the static and dynamic information sep-
arately; SDNet models the different correlations
between different temporal frames and predicted
frames using a hierarchical structure.

(2) A new structure, v-CMU, is presented to explicitly
model the dynamic motion information. *e new
proposed v-CMU inputs not only the consecutive
frames but also the temporal difference between the

consecutive frames; therefore, the v-CMU can ex-
plicitly model the dynamic motion information.

(3) A mid-level supervised signal is constructed to guide
explicitly modeling the dynamic information of the
motion. *is mid-level supervision makes our
framework to separately model the static and dy-
namic information and introduce different dynamic
information for different predicted frames.

*e remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 investigates the related work. Section 3 discusses
our model in detail. *e datasets, evaluation criteria, ex-
perimental-based comparisons of different methods, and
ablation studies are presented in Section 4. Finally, con-
clusions and future work directions are stated in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Many recurrent neural networks have been designed for
predictive learning of spatiotemporal data based on mod-
eling historical frames. Fragkiadaki et al. [6] proposed the
encoder-recurrent-decoder (ERD) model for recognition
and prediction of human body pose in videos and motion
capture, which extended previous long short-term memory
(LSTM) models. Martinez et al. [2] further extended this
scheme by modeling the velocity of joints instead of directly
estimating the body pose and employed a single linear layer
for pose feature encoding and hidden state decoding. Tang
et al. [7] proposed a new model based on RNN to predict
long-term human motions by exploring motion context and
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Figure 1: *e SDnet architecture for motion prediction, which comprises of the input model, dynamic model, and output model. *e
encoder of the input model processes spatial appearances and sends the mapped features into the dynamic model. *e v-CMUs of the
dynamic model explicitly capture the dynamic motion information between the adjacent frames. *en, the decoder maps the features from
the dynamic model into the predicted velocity information. Eventually, the output future poses are predicted with the velocity information
and the static information from the last input pose.
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enhancing motion dynamics. For human motion prediction
and synthesis, Gopalakrishnan et al. [8] introduced the
VTLN-RNN architecture, which used motion derivative
features as well as novel multiobjective loss function.

As discussed in [9], conventional recurrent neural
networks, such as LSTM [10] and GRU [11], are employed to
model motion contexts, which inherently have difficulties in
capturing long-term dependencies. Convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) have been introduced to solve the problem
of motion prediction [12, 13]. Li et al. [14] proposed a
convolutional sequence-to-sequence model for human
motion prediction based on CNN, which adopted diverse
types of convolutional encoders to use both distant and
nearby temporal motion information. Van den Oord et al.
[15] presented the WaveNet which is built upon causal
convolution structures, and this structure could also be used
in motion prediction. Liu et al. [16, 17] proposed the SSnet to
model the motion dynamics by sliding window over the
temporal axis based on dilated convolutional network.
Differently, it focused on the observed part of the ongoing
action in the untrimmed radios which can include multiple
actions. Kalchbrenner et al. [18] proposed the multiplicative
unit (MU) which is a nonrecurrent convolutional structure
whose neuron connectivity is quite like LSTMs and pro-
posed a residual multiplicative block (RMB) to ease gradient
propagation. Xu et al. [19] introduced an entirely CNN-
based architecture, PredCNN, to model the spatial infor-
mation of each frame and capture the temporal evolution of
previous frames hierarchically by cascade multiplicative unit
(CMU) that receives two consecutive frames as input. Liu
et al. [20] applied the PredCNN with the new skeletal
representation to get more accurate motion prediction.

3. Method

3.1. Framework of the Model. We propose a novel and end-
to-end model for human pose prediction. Our model ex-
plicitly captures the temporal dependencies between adja-
cent frames and predicts all future frames only in one step
that can avoid error accumulation.

*e framework of the model consists of three parts as
shown in Figure 1.

Input model: the input model is used to model the
spatial information of each skeleton. As known, the
skeleton sequence is a set of joint coordinates. We
transform the skeletons’ joint coordinates to a pseudo
image. *en, the encoders are employed to extract the
spatial features of the observed skeletons.
Dynamic model: the dynamic model is a v-CMU hi-
erarchical asymmetric network, which is to model the
spatiotemporal information and highlight the dy-
namics of the historical human poses. On the one hand,
we propose v-CMU to explicitly model the difference
between two consecutive input frames, which is ben-
eficial to modeling dynamic evolution. On the other
hand, the hierarchical asymmetric structure keeps the
features of the last pose by passing less v-CMUs. *is
architecture is enlightened by the key idea that

repeating the last body pose gave a relatively small error
in the measurement of the Euclidean distance between
the ground-truth [2, 7].
Output model: the output model is the static and
dynamic integrated residual module in which the static
and dynamic information is integrated from two
branches. On one branch of this module, the latest
frame is used to retain the static information. On the
other branch, the decoder is expected to predict the
dynamic information, i.e., velocity. Finally, the future
poses are predicted by integrating the static and dy-
namic information at the fine-grained level.

3.2. Input Model. We select and reorder the 18 joints which
are informative enough to represent human motion as
shown in Figure 2. Given the skeleton of a person in frame i,
the input frame Fi is the observed skeletons F1, F2, . . . , Ft .
Fi is an input of size N × d, where N corresponds the
number of main joints in each frame, N is 18, and d cor-
responds the number of dimensions describing each joint (if
the describing is only the coordinate, d is 3). Fi can be
formulated as follows:

Fi �

X1 Y1 Z1

X2 Y2 Z2

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

XN YN ZN

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (1)

where each row vector of the matrix Fi is 3D joint coor-
dinate. *en, the input Fi is transformed into the pseudo
image.

Because the residual multiplicative block (RMB) [18] has
power for spatial modeling with its LSTM-like structure, the
RMB is the basic unit and is cascaded by le layers as the
encoder, where le is a hyperparameter. After encoding, each
pseudo image is mapped into a feature space to describe
spatial information.

3.3. Dynamic Model

3.3.1. v-CMU. As we have mentioned before, motion dy-
namics modeling is the key to predict poses. In this paper, we
design a novel v-CMU based on a new residual CNN to
explicitly capture the dynamic motion information between
the adjacent frames. Our keymotivations of v-CMU are two-
folds.

Most existing CNN methods only encode the static
information. To encode the static and dynamic information
in a relatively weak coupled way, we design a dynamic
v-CMU unit based on CMU.*emotions of three directions
are introduced by calculating the difference between adja-
cent frames elementwise to focus on predicting dynamic
evolution.

For dynamics modeling, RNNs are usually used to
capture the underlying temporal dependencies in the se-
quential data. However, to explicitly capture the temporal
dependencies, the new proposed v-CMU is formulated like a
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learning residual function to concern the temporal differ-
ence between the adjacent frames.

*e diagram of the proposed v-CMU is shown in Fig-
ure 3, which accepts two consecutive inputs Et−1 and Et

generates an output Ht. Et represents an encoded input
image at the current time t, Et−1 represents an encoded input
image at previous time t − 1.We first apply CMU to generate
a new state which contains rich spatial and hidden temporal
features. *en, the difference between the consecutive
frames is used to directly add to the output of the CMU
elementwisely. By having such a residual structure, we ex-
plicitly model the dynamic motion information. Given that
“θ” is the parameter of the CMU, the proposed v-CMU can
be formulated as follows:

Ht � CMU Et−1, Et; θ( ⊕ Et − Et−1( , (2)

where CMU(Et−1, Et; θ) represents the formulation of CMU
and (Et − Et−1) is regarded as the residual. *e proposed
v-CMU has the same number of parameters as CMU, while
it is more powerful in modeling dynamic evolutions.

3.3.2. Hierarchical Asymmetric Structure. During all input
sequential frames, the last body pose and movement may
provide more dependencies for the prediction [2, 7]. Mo-
tivated by this idea, we propose a hierarchical asymmetric
structure using the proposed v-CMU unit as building blocks.
By taking the advantages of this hierarchical asymmetric
v-CMU blocks, the latest temporal receptive field is enlarged
most explicitly.

As shown in Figure 4(a), the hierarchical asymmetric
network consists of v-CMU blocks and is employed tomodel
the spatiotemporal information and highlights the dynamics
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of the historical human poses. Comparing with PredCNN
[19] which only predicts one future frame, the proposed
hierarchical asymmetric structure is a feed-forward archi-
tecture and predicts all future frames (10 frames) only in one
step that can avoid error accumulation.

Since repeating the last body pose gave a relatively small
error, the proposed asymmetric structure can enhance motion
dynamics and consider the different contributions of each
given frame. *e later frames are more correlated with the
future frames. As shown in Figure 4(b), each given frame is
equally processed in spatiotemporal information [20]. To
predict the future pose, the encoded latest frame Et passes
through 4 v-CMU blocks in the symmetric network. On the
contrary, our asymmetric network structure handles the dif-
ferent correlations between different given frames and future
frames. *e encoded latest frame Et only passes through 2
v-CMU blocks in the asymmetric network to keep the features
of the last pose. Besides, our network structure can reduce
operations by passing through fewer v-CMU blocks.

3.4. Output Model. To predict the static and dynamic poses
in a relatively weak coupled way, a new loss function
combining the static and dynamic information is introduced
in the output model to guide the prediction of the future
poses. As shown in Figure 5, the output model is composed
of two branches. One branch is expected to get the static
subpose, and the other is used for the dynamic information.
We merge the static information with the dynamic infor-
mation of the two branches to predict the future pose:

F � S + V. (3)

In equation (3), F represents the future pose, S represents
the static information, and V is the dynamic information, and
they are calculated from the left and right branches separately.

3.4.1. Decoding Dynamics under Supervision. *e velocity of
a moving joint in space can be decomposed orthogonally
into three components, and the three velocity components
may be different.*erefore, instead of treating the motion of
a joint as an indivisible whole, we decompose the three-
dimensional motion into three one-dimensional motions

· · ·
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Figure 4: *e hierarchical structure based on v-CMUs. (a) Our hierarchical asymmetric structure; the encoded latest frame only passes
through 2 v-CMU blocks. (b) Hierarchical symmetric structure, introduced by Liu et al. [20]. *e encoded latest frame passes through 4 v-
CMU blocks.
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Figure 5: *e first future pose that comes from the combination of
the static information and the dynamic information. As the static
information S, it represents the joint position which comes from
input image Ft at time t. V is the dynamic information, which
includes the three one-dimensional velocity components of each
joint.
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and distinguishing the motion differences at the fine-grained
level. Turning now to the modeling of dynamic information,
specifically, the three one-dimensional velocity components
of each joint are predicted as shown in the right branch in
Figure 5. *e decoder is similar to the encoder, and they all
consist of the basic block RMB, but the number of stacked
RMB is ld in each decoder, where ld is a hyperparameter. We
use the decoder to generate velocity V from the output of the
v-CMU hierarchical asymmetric network q that contains
rich static and dynamic information.

A new loss function combining the static and dynamic
information is proposed. A velocity loss lv is given in the loss
function to learning the dynamic information. *e loss
function is formulated as equation (4):

l � ‖F − F‖ + lv. (4)

To better guide the learning of velocity during training, a
mid-level supervised signal lv is constructed to assist
training. We introduce the supervision information:

lv � λ‖V − V‖. (5)

where V is the ground-truth velocity of the frame to be
predicted relative to the last observed frame:

V � F − Ft. (6)

*is mid-level supervision makes our framework can
separately model the static and dynamic information and
introduce different dynamic information for different pre-
dicted frames.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets. We evaluate our proposed model on two
datasets, including G3D [21] and the filter NTU RGB+D
(FNTU).

G3D: G3D [21] dataset contains 10 subjects performing
20 gaming actions in 7 action sequences captured with
Microsoft Kinect. Most sequences contain multiple
actions. It consists of 210 samples in total. For a fair
comparison, we adopt the same training and test splits
as in [20], provided in the released data.
FNTU: FNTU dataset [20] is collected from NTU
RGB+D dataset. NTU RGB+D dataset [22] contains
60 action classes and 56,880 video samples. Each video
sample contains one action. Based on [20], the FNTU
dataset consists of 18102 forward skeleton samples that
are selected by removing mutual actions from NTU
RGB+D dataset. We follow the same training and test
sets, which are made publicly available.

4.2. Metrics and Baselines

Metrics: we follow the standard evaluation protocol
used in [19, 20], and choose the mean squared error
(MSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE) between the
predicted frames and the ground-truth frames in the
joint coordinate space as two basic evaluation metrics.

As mentioned in [4], angles are not a good represen-
tation to evaluate motion prediction. We employ the
measurement of the Euclidean distance between the
ground-truth pose and our predicted pose in the 3D
coordinate space as the error metric.
Baseline: the pose prediction based on 3D joint coor-
dinate sequences is rarely researched. *ree baselines
are selected to compare with our method. Specific
introductions are as follows:
PredCNN: Predictive Learning with Cascade Convo-
lutions [19], an efficient and effective recurrent model
for video prediction
S-TE: Symmetric Temporal Encoder [23] converts the
mocap frame into the joint coordinate frame in Car-
tesian coordinates
PISEP2: Pseudo Image Sequence Evolution-based 3D
Pose Prediction [20], the state-of-the-art performance
with the new skeletal representation

We use the released code and data by [20] to reproduce
the above baselines, and our model is evaluated on the same
datasets. *e result will be shown later.

4.3. Comparison with Baselines. In this section, we compare
our model to the above baselines. In the experiments, we are
given 10 frames to predict the future 10 frames for all
datasets. To be consistent with the literature, our model has 4
RMBs in the encoder and 6 RMBs in the decoder. Note that,
to avoid overfitting on G3D dataset, the number of RMBs in
the encoder and the decoder is reduced to 2 and 3. Our
results successfully demonstrate the state-of-the-art per-
formance being achieved across all two datasets.

4.3.1. Quantitative Analysis of the Experimental Results.
We compare our model to baselines. We show quantitative
prediction errors in Table 1. *e PredCNN [19] only can
predict one frame one time, and the recursive structure
causes error accumulation, which leads to the poorest
performance. As shown in Table 1, our model achieves state-
of-the-art performance on both two datasets. *e MSE
decreases from 0.1199 to 0.1106 on G3D and 0.1210 to 0.1131
on FNTU. *e MAE decreases from 1.1101 to 0.9782 on
G3D and 1.1651 to 1.0675 on FNTU. PISEP2 considers each
given frame equally at spatiotemporal information pro-
cessing in contrast to our v-CMU hierarchical asymmetric
network that handles the given latest frame as the most
relevant to future frames. On the other hand, our model
employs a dynamic decoder to decode the dynamic and
static information of the motion in a relatively weakmanner.
*e dynamic decoder can help to better capture dynamic
information.

4.3.2. Quantitative Analysis of Framewise Results. *e
framewise performance of different methods is shown in
Figure 6 to analyze the performance of each time-step, where
the horizontal axis represents frames and the vertical axis
represents MSE or MAE of each frame. *e mean MSE of
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predictive poses for each frame is 0.1106 and 0.1131, and the
mean MAE of predictive poses for each pose is 0.9782 and
1.0675 on G3D and FNTU, respectively. *e experimental
results show that PredCNN [19] suffers from error accu-
mulation that leads to the poorest performance. Compared
with the state-of-the-art PISEP2 [20], our method signifi-
cantly decreases error at all time-steps, especially for the
short-term prediction. However, our method effectively
solves the discontinuities in prediction, especially the first
prediction frame. *is may be due to the coherence of
human movements. Paying attention to the last body pose
can better predict the following movements since we are

repeating the last body pose. As shown in Figure 6, SDnet
can significantly enhance the predictive performance on
both short-term and long-term predictions. And, our
framework achieves the best performance, which further
evidence the effectiveness of our proposed method.

4.3.3. Quantitative Analysis of Jointwise Results. To further
analyze the performance of our method, the jointwise per-
formance of different methods of each joint is shown in
Figure 7, where the horizontal axis represents frames and the
vertical axis representsMSE orMAE of each of the joint. (1) On
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Table 1: Compare with baselines.

Model
G3D FNTU

MSE MAE MSE MAE
PredCNN [19] 0.1882 1.5713 0.1665 1.6394
S-TE [23] 0.1407 1.2095 0.1425 1.3094
PISEP2 [20] 0.1199 1.1101 0.1210 1.1651
SDnet 0.1106 0.9782 0.1131 1.0675
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Figure 7: Continued.
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G3D: in general, the errors of joints of upper limbs are relatively
large, especially for the “wrist right,” “wrist left,” “hand right,”
and “hand left” on both MSE and MAE. *e probable reason
for this phenomenon is that the actions on G3D are the upper
limbs related actions, and these joints are the most active.
*erefore, this may lead to a large error in these joints.
Compared with the upper limb joints, the joints of lower limbs
or trunk are relatively stable. However, it is interesting that the

errors on MAE of the lower limbs and the trunk are ap-
proximately close, while on MSE, the errors of lower limbs are
larger especially for the “ankle right” and “ankle left.”*is may
be due to MSE being sensitive to action amplitude. Compared
with state-of-the-art PISEP2 [20], the performance of our
method significantly extends their performance at all joints
especially the first prediction frame, which demonstrates that
SDnet can avoid the discontinuities in prediction. (2) On
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Figure 7: Jointwise performance of different methods. (a) Jointwise MSE and (b) Jointwise MAE of different methods on G3D. (c) Jointwise
MSE and (d) Jointwise MAE of different methods on FNTU.
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FNTU: the errors of the joints of the upper limbs are relatively
large, and the errors of the joints of the lower limbs or trunk are
relatively small, which shows comparable results on G3D.*is
may be due to intense joint movements of the upper limbs.
Compared with other methods, our method achieves the best
results again for both MSE and MAE. More specifically,
compared with [20], our method outperforms at all joints
overall, which further shows the effectiveness of our proposed
method to capture dynamic information of the previous poses.

4.3.4. Qualitative Analysis of the Experimental Results.
We visualize the corresponding framewise prediction results
in Figure 8. *e previous pose and the ground-truth se-
quences are shown in blue, and the predicted motion are
shown in red. Starting from the top, the five sequences
correspond to ground-truth, S-TE, PredCNN, PISEP2, and
our work respectively. However, it seems that the results
generated by our model are more accurate and reasonable.

As shown in Figure 8(a), PredCNN performs the worst. *is
may be due to the fact that the first frame of future poses is
inaccurate, and the error accumulates. However, S-TE [23]
converges to the mean body pose in prediction poses. It is
important to note the difference of our method compared
with the previous state-of-the-art PISEP2. We observe that
PISEP2 is worse to stay consistent with the ground-truth
than ours especially on the first predicted future frame, as
shown in the green circle. Not only PISEP2 but also some
works mentioned in literature [24] are often observed that
there is a significant discontinuity especially the first predicted
frame. Our SDnet pays more attention to the motionless
directions based on the last body pose. Since we repeat the
last body pose, it gives a relatively small error. Noted that
even PISEP2 can avoid the error accumulation, it still worse
than ours in the last future frame. *e reason can be at-
tributed to that the v-CMU can efficiently extract movement
trends, propagate information, and benefit modeling dy-
namic evolutions.

Ground-
truth

S-TE

Pred-
CNN

PISEP2

Our
work

Previous poses Future poses

(a)

Ground-
truth

S-TE

Pred-
CNN

PISEP2

Our
work

Previous poses Future poses

(b)

Figure 8: Visualization of predictive performance on (a) G3D and (b) FNTU.
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We provide a qualitative visualization of framewise
prediction on FNTU dataset in Figure 8(b). *e experi-
mental results show that our framework can avoid error
accumulations. Again, our predictions are closer to the
ground-truth than that of the baselines. As shown in the
green circle, our model predicts motion more accurately
than other models when the people have a big move. Our
model captures the spatial information by an LSTM-like
block, and the temporal information with a hierarchical
asymmetric structure, which consider the different contri-
bution of the previously given frames. Besides, the results
generated by other methods converge to the mean body
pose. On the contrary, our method can predict motion more
reasonably with high dynamics.

4.4. Ablation Studies. To provide a deeper understanding of
our method, we next run some ablation studies to evaluate
the influence of its components. We use the CMU units
instead of v-CMU units to study the contributions of
v-CMU unit in our approach using the same hierarchical
asymmetric network. To this end, we compare our approach
with a symmetric structure network as shown in Figure 4(b)
to study the influence of hierarchical asymmetric structure.

*e results of these experiments are provided in Tables 2
and 3. As shown in Table 2, the results increase on G3D and
FNTU especially the result of MAE when the CMUs replace
the v-CMUs.*ese results show that using our v-CMU units
provides a significant boost in accuracy.

Finally, we evaluate the importance of using asymmetric
structure vs symmetric structure networks. *e results of
these experiments, provided in Table 3, demonstrate the
benefits of using an asymmetric structure. Note that
probably because the G3D dataset is relatively small, the
result of symmetric structure on MAE works well. But, the
hierarchical asymmetric structure network still gets better
results onMSE andMAE of FNTU andMSE of G3D dataset.

Altogether, this ablation study evidences the importance
of both aspects of our contribution using the v-CMU to
explicitly model the dynamic motion information and hi-
erarchical asymmetric structure to model the different
correlations between different temporal frames and pre-
dicted frames [24].

5. Conclusions

*is paper presents SDnet, a hierarchical convolutional
encoder-decoder architecture for static and dynamic pose
predictive learning. Specifically, we introduce a velocity-
cascade multiplicative unit based on a new residual CNN to
explicitly capture the dynamic motion information between

the adjacent frames. A hierarchical asymmetric structure
using the v-CMUs is proposed to predict all future frames in
one step, which enhances motion dynamics and models the
different contributions of previously given frames. *e
proposed SDnet model achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on the G3D and FTNU datasets. Our future work will
focus on the more accurate weight information of the history
human body to SDNet to reach a more accurate prediction.
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